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1. Introduction. Let X[n] denote the (ju. — 1)-connected covering

of the space X. In [5], Stong calculated H*(BO[n]; Z2) as an algebra.

He also partially determined the operation of the Steenrod algebra

«(2) on H*(BBO[n]; Z2). He used this result to show that certain

manifolds are cobordic to zero. More recently, Gitler and Mahowald

[l] and [2] have used Stong's calculations to help obtain results on

geometric dimension and immersion of manifolds.

Stong's work leads us naturally to considering the highly con-

nected coverings of other spaces involved in the Bott periodicity

theorem. This amounts to calculating iP*(£2x(P0[/*]); Z2). Of course,

it is necessary only to carry out the calculations for 0 ^X ^ 7 (mod 8).

Stong disposed of the case X = 0 (mod 8). In this paper, we shall

treat the case X = 7 (mod 8). There are two alternative ways to look

at the space ft7(PO[/x]). First, we can consider fi7(PO[9]) =BBO,

the classifying space of BO regarded as an iJ-space. In this context,

£27(PO|ju + 7]) =BBO[n], and we are calculating the cohomology of

the highly connected coverings of BBO. Second, we can recall that

BBO = SU/SO as a "homogeneous" space. In this paper, we choose

to employ the notation BBO because of its simplicity. However, the

SU/SO point of view is also useful. For example, SU/SO is the fiber

of the map BSO-^BSU corresponding to "complexification." Thus

we have a fibration

BBO-> BSO-> BSU.

We shall denote by H*(X) the Z2-cohomology of X; we shall use

no other coefficient group. Let Qk = Sq2, Sq2, Sq3, or Sq6 depending on

whether fe = l, 2, 3, or 5 (mod 8) respectively. Let Gk=irsj+k(BBO).

Let Bj denote the image in H*(BBO) of Stong's 6,- of H*(BSO) under

the map BBO—+BSO of the above fibration. Let 4>{n) be the number

of integers 5 such that 0<s^n and 5 = 0, 1, 2, or 4 (mod 8) and let

L{n) be one plus the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of re —1.

Let P [xi, x2, • • ■ ] and E [xi, x2, • • • ] denote the Z2 polynomial and

exterior algebras generated by {xi, x2, • • • }.

Theorem 1.

H*iKiGk,8j + k))        r   ,
H*iBBO[8j + *]) =      ""'' ® E[8i\ Lit) = Wj + k)].

Ideal|a(2)()i6w+*J
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In §2 we prove this theorem, along with a similar result for

H*(U[2j — l]). Singer already has the latter result [4], but we need

it in a slightly different form. We also write down an explicit calcula-

tion of H*(K(Gk, 8j+ife))/Ideal [a(2)Qkb8j+k] as a Z2-algebra.

2. Details. By A, B, and C we shall mean the sets of elements

of ffi(2) of type A, B, and C according to Stong's notation [5, p. 532].

LetX(n)= {£EX\ excess (£)^ra-l}, where X = A, B, C, or D and

D is defined below. Denote the elements of A, B, C, and D by a, (3,

y, and 5 respectively. For £ = a, /3, or y we always have £ = /+ XIJ

where /= (Io, Ii). Stong writes down Ji explicitly. For § =y, we have

X)^ = 0. By X'(n) we mean {(£, 3)\%EX(n)\. The notations a', /3',

y', and /'+ X^' then have the obvious meanings. For £' =y' we have

X>'=o.
Consider now the set A(2f — 1) where j is fixed. We wish to define

& for each aEA(2j— 1) such that rank(a)2gj — 3. Recall that rank

(a) is the number of 2's in I\ when I\ is written in "brackets notation,"

i.e., h = (au • • ■ , an)= [ax — 2a2, a2 — 2a3, ■ ■ ■ , an-i — 2an, an]. The

sum of the components of /, when / is written in brackets notation

is equal to excess (/). If 1= [2 • • • 2] where there are j — 3 2's, then

a=<x,-_3 in Stong's notation. If rank(a) —j — 3, let a—a. Define

<$y_2=(2'-1-2, ay_3) and <$y_i = (2J —2, ay_2). Define & for rank (a)

=j — 2 orj—l by applying the same operations to &j-2 and aj_i that

Stong applies to ay_2 and <x,-_i to get a.

If R is a ring and XCZR, then Ideal [X] is the left ideal generated

by X. We frequently identify Sql with / and Sqn with ra to simplify

notation. Thus, ft(2)/Ideal[l, 3] means d(2) modulo the left ideal

generated by Sql and Sq3. Clearly if we replace the a such that,/' — 13:

rank(a) ^j — 3 by a we still have a basisof (J(2)/Ideal [1,3]. Warning:

The & depend on which j we fixed in the beginning to define them.

Properly they should always bear a subscript. Since we shall always

clearly fix the value of j, however, this will be unnecessary. Note that

/ = / for each &. Also & = I-\- ^/ where J > / in lexicographical order,

but where the / may not correspond nicely to the / in the X^ °f a-

Let £.4(27-1) be the set of St.

Theorem 2.

H*(K(Z, 2/ - 1)) r
H'(u[li ~1); - H4WVJ ® P[M L(2i) > *m

where cr is suspension in the universal fibration U [2j — 1 ] —» * —>B U [2j].

Furthermore,
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H*(K(Z, 2j - 1)) r .
-   r -A: = P[&si-i   £ G X(2j - 1)
Ideal[a(2)5g362;_!] L    '    ' W

for X = A, B, or C   and   £ ^ a]

® E[dbtj-i | & E EAi2j - 1)].

Proof. Let H be the asserted value of H*iK~iZ, 2j-l))/Ideal

[ft(2)5g362j_i]. Let E be the spectral sequence with fiber H

®P[cr62i\Li2i)><pi2j)} and base H*iBU[2j]) with the obvious

differentials. Because /0 = 0 for each a, and because (ay_362y_i)2

= (23'_1 + 1, aj_3)62y_i = (a,_2, 3)62;_i = 0 so that all (a62j_i)2 = 0, we see

that E maps to the spectral sequence of U[2j— 1 ]—> * -^>BU[2j]

isomorphically. The proof of the theorem is now immediate.    Q.E.D.

Now ft(2) has a basis consisting of all of Stong's £ and £' together

with all of the (£, 1) and (£', 1). We wish to single out certain of the

(£, 1) and (£', 1) for use in our next result. Let Z>(8j + 2) be the set of

all (£, 1) = (I, l)+E(/> 1) and (£', 1) = (P, 1)+E(/', 1) such that
/ and I' have the form [6i ■ • • 6„0 • • -02] where 6n=- 2 and re^O. If

re is 0, the tuple becomes [0 • • • 02]. The 5 = (£, 1) or (£', 1) can be

obtained from all £ except £ =y and £ =7'.

Theorem 3.

H*iKiZ, 87 + 1)) r .
(1)   -   r-^r = P[76w+i  7 G C(8j + 1) .

Ideal[a(2)5g268j+1] '

H*iKiZ2, 8/ + 2))

Ideal [a(2)Sg268y+2]

®P[568+2[5G^(8i + 2)].

ff*Q£(Z2,8j+3))  ^   H*jKjZ, 8j + 3))        g*(JJT(Z, 87 + 4))

Ideal[a(2)Sg368y+3]   " Ideal[a(2)5g368y+3]       Ideal[a(2)5,gs68y+4]

^      H*iKiZ, 8j + 5)) ff*(tf (Z, 8j + 5))        fl*(/T(Z, 8j + 8))
(4)    -— =-■— ®- •

Ideal [a(2)5g568y+6]       Ideal [ai2)Sq3bsj+i]      Ideal[a(2)5g268y+8]

All the above isomorphisms are simultaneously isomorphisms of Z2

algebras and (2(2) modules if we agree that on the right sides of (3)

and (4) we have 5gI68j+3 = 68y+4 and Sg368j+6 = 68y+8.

We appeal to the following fibrations of Bott periodicity:

U[8j + 1] -> BBO[8j + l] -» B0[8j + l]

U[&j + 3] -> BBO[8j + 2] -> .BO [8/ + 2]

Z7[8i + 3] -» BBO[8j + 3] -* £0[8j + 4]

c7[8j + 5] -> 5B0[8j + 5] -> PO[8j + 8]
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These fibrations have the following transgressions respectively:

rbsj+i = Sq1bsj+i;Tbsj+i = Sqibsj+2;Tbsj+i = 0;Tbsi+b = 0. In all fibrations,

r(<je2i) = (diY.
To prove the first parts of Theorems 1 and 3 we investigate the

spectral sequence of the first fibration. Since t58j+i = Sqlbij+i, trans-

gression "decreases excess by one" when applied to the £&8/+i- We

deduce from Milnor-Moore [3, Proposition 4.3] that the map

«(2)        -So1    a(2)

Ideal[l,3]      ^Ideal[2]

is a monomorphism. By Stong's Proposition (p. 532), all of the £, £',

(£, 1) and (£', 1) in ft(2) except the y are equal to some (£, 2), (£', 2),

(£, 1, 2), or (£', 1, 2) modulo elements of higher lexicographical order.

In particular, £' = (£, 3) = (£, 1, 2) and the result is even more obvious

for £=a, /3, a', /3', and y'. The other cases follow if we notice that

([ • ■ • 0 • • • 002], 2) = ([ ■ • ■ 0 • • • 04], (3, 1)) together with the
fact that ([ • • • 20 ■ ■ • 04], 3) = [ • • • 10 • ■ • 002] =y' and

([ . . . 10 • • • 04], 3) =0. Recall that £/ and Y.J' are both 0 for

7 and y'. Thus, the E°° term of the spectral sequence of the first Bott

fibration is P[7&8;+i|7£C(8;°-|-l)]. The obvious maps

H*(K(Z, 8/ + 1))

must therefore be isomorphisms of Z2-algebras and 0,(2) modules.

The proof of the second parts of Theorems 1 and 3 is similar to the

proof of the first part and employs the second Bott fibration. In this

case, we use the monomorphism

ft(2)        -Sq2    a(2)

Idealfl, 3]      "^ Ideal[3]

which decreases excess by 2. We use the methods of the previous

paragraph to show that all of the £, £', (£, 1), and (£', 1) except the y

and 5 are of the form (£, 3) or (£', 3) modulo elements of higher lexico-

graphical order.

To handle the third and fourth parts of Theorems 1 and 3 we use

the third and fourth Bott fibrations above. The only nontrivial part

is to show that the exterior generators of the fiber which survive to

£" actually square to 0 in H*(U[Sj+k]) for k = 3 and 5. We shall

first handle the case k = 3. We proceed to alter the a once again. First

let a=a2(4j+2)-3. In «(2)/Ideal[l], we know that (2m-14-l, a)

= (am_2, 3) where m = (4/4-2). Thus, in 0t(2) we know that (2m-14-1, a)
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+ y^-g = (am-2, 3) where each K is divisible on the right by Sq1.

Using techniques similar to those of the first paragraph of this proof,

we can routinely show that each K> (2m, I) in lexicographical order,

where / corresponds to a. Define a=a+ ^,K where the K are the

(a2, ■ • • , an) such that K=(ai, ■ • ■ , an) and ai = 2m-1-|-l. Then

K>a in lexicographical order and, since the excesses of all the other

K are >2m — 1 we know that (5&2m_i)2 = (am-2, 3)b2m_i = 0. Form all

other a of rank ^w —3 just as we earlier formed the &.

The proof of the fourth parts of Theorems 1 and 3 is entirely

similar.    Q.E.D.
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